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1. Why would @RealDonaldTrump, a pathological liar,
care if he's misquoted? MT A political scientist caused
confusion when he made up a Trump quote. The
president noticed.
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2. Just prior to this @ianbremmer dust up over the misuse of quotations marks, I

started positing my analysis that a quality propaganda attack on Trump focused in

#redstates could have real impact on the gullible Trump base. Here is one of my

threads.
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1. One thing I have observed is the fact that Trumps Russian 
crew creates tons of false propaganda and little is done to stop it. 
As I have reported many times, prompt fact based reporting is 
the best way to combat propaganda. But it is not the only way to 
fight it. So now that
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3. Trump's quick reaction to publicly chide of Bremmer is a fascinating hobgoblin for

this little mind. The Russians know that propaganda works. Their aggression thrives

on it. The Russians know that Trump has been operating freely in a battlespace in

which only Trump employs

4. these weapons of war. I think we may have touched a nerve.  

#Treatment: Portray the Russian govt as an evil force holding its hard working brave

Russian citizens as hostages in a mob hell-scape. Putin as a low caste mob boss

heading thieving stable hands (Oligarchs) who

5. metaphorically stole the Czar's silver. Make some with Russian subtitles just to let

Putin know he's in play too. Then, as that is developed, comes the unpatriotic Queens

moron who was abused as a child and easy to recruit. He's broke, six times Bankrupt

and needs to launder

6. mone & agrees to destroy the US military, family farms and intelligence
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community for money funneled though Trump's hidden business networks. Make the

political target @senatemajldr & @SenateGOP who hide Trump's criminal activity.

Make the viewers wonder why? Then tease that

7. Russia put money in @GOP via @NRA. Maria Butina should feature. Make the

attack on the @GOP senators who are running in 2020. Make them out as members

of the Russian mob trafficking in drugs and child sex slaves. Make them want to get

rid of Trump before the American people

8. run them out of town an a rail. Okay Hollywood. This is where you need to step up

and do your part. John Ford & Frank Capra were propagandists. They were also

patriots who helped defeat the Fascists. You can free us from the Russian strangle

hold on our government.

9. And the best thing about my above treatment, it's true. It's happening. And if

Hollywood doesn't step up its game to stop it, it will soon be making propaganda

videos for Putin. #ThisIsNotADrill. @tomhanks @DebraMessing @Alyssa_Milano

@SarahKSilverman @BetteMidler @LeoDiCaprio
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